A comparison of the usefulness of SpermMar and immunobead tests for the detection of antisperm antibodies.
We compared two testing protocols designed to detect immunoglobulin (Ig) G antibodies on sperm surfaces: (1) SpermMar (Ortho, Raritan, NJ) and (2) Immunobead Testing (Biorad, Richmond, CA). The standard SpermMar (SPMAR) protocol (direct test of unwashed semen) was performed with 47 ejaculates and found to be more sensitive than Immunobead Testing (IBT) on washed sperm, detecting five samples with greater than or equal to 30% bead binding, all of which by IBT had less than 20% bead binding. In contrast, when SPMAR was performed on washed sperm or with an indirect antibody transfer from serum or seminal plasma, SPMAR results gave mostly low values for bead binding in comparison with IBT. Our data suggest that SPMAR be used only in direct assays employing unwashed ejaculates, that it can be easily incorporated into routine semen analysis as a screening test, and that positive results should be confirmed by IBT (IgG and IgA).